Creative Reuse workshops for COMMUNITY
Suitable for ALL AGES
WOVEN EyES

Rag Rug Coasters

Plastic Pendants

People can use a selection of fabric pieces
cut from old tshirts to learn the skills to
make a set of rag rug coasters.

Using salvaged plastic toys and other odd
parts, participants can make their own
unique necklace.

Their woven eye can be taken home once This is a creative yet practical workshop that
complete or stay onsite to form part of a anyone can do.
growing installation that hangs on a tree,
fence or railing for the duration of your Best suited to older children and adults.
event.

Plastic pendants are the perfect reuse
accessories to glam up any festival or event
outfit.

Participants can learn to make a simple yet
beautiful woven eye using clean waste
materials.

Great for outdoors under a shady tree.

Loose parts play *

Story & sculpture *

Litter bugs *

This space is set up as a tactile playground
for younger children. Each workshop will be
themed to further enhance the play
experience.

We will begin by sharing a picture with an
an environmental theme, children will then
be encouraged to design and create a reuse
sculpture inspired by a character or image
from the story.

Using real insects as inspiration, children
can chat with our resident Taxonomist
Shasta about bugs, creepy crawlies, flies and
spiders.

Theme’s currently available include; Crazy
Face, Cityscapes and Forest floor.
This workshop is great for shopping centres,
libraries or events with a quiet children’s
area.

Rag rugs #

We have curated a list of books you are
welcome to choose from. However, if you
have a particular story you wish for us to
use, just let us know!

Up-cycled hanging planter

This is a great workshop for people who
wish to learn a new skill, create a practical
item for the home and reuse all those old
tshirts destined for landfill!
Each person will complete a rag rug to take
home at the end of the workshop.

#

In this workshop people will learn how to
create their own up-cycled hanging planter
using materials destined for landfill.
This is a great way to reuse household items
that have outworn their current purpose.

They will then design their own
anatomically correct bug and make a model
out clean waste material salvaged from
landfill.

Fence weaving
Using a design that complements the theme
of your event we will invite people to join us
to weave a large scale art work on a wire
fence or barricade using fabrics and fibers
destined for landfill.
It can be taken down once your event is over
or remain for an extended period of time for
the public to admire.

# Set duration only – 15 people maximum
* Designed for children
If you wish to book a workshop but would like to modify it from the offering here please let us know and we
can provide you with an updated workshop proposal. Contact Brooke, education@resource.coop or call (03)
6223 3891

!

!

Things to know about our Reuse Education Workshops…
Our community workshops are suitable for indoor or outdoor events, activity programs, festivals, markets
and shopping centres. Resource will be responsible for supplying all materials and equipment. Our arts
workers will set up and pack down each workshop and ensure your area is returned to its original
condition.
If you wish to have creative outcomes displayed till the end of your festival/event or for an extended time
after it’s over - we can return, pack it down and dispose of it responsibly for a small additional fee.
Our workshops;
• Are predominantly suitable for children and their families.
• Run for a minimum of 2 hours.
• Use materials salvaged from landfill that are clean and deemed safe for use.
• Are delivered by arts workers who have current Working with Children checks.
• Are covered by our public liability insurance and we can provide risk assessment documentation.
COST: Workshops start at $340 (exc GST) for 2 hour delivery. This includes materials and travel within
30km of Hobart CBD.
Please contact education@resource.coop or call (03) 6223 3891 for all workshop enquiries and quotes.
To see our full range of creative reuse workshops for schools please visit our website

